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Cognition and Epistemic Reliability:
Comments on Goldman'
GaryHatfield
The Johns Hopkins University
Goldmanhas offered a novel conception of epistemology, or, to use his
terminology,epistemics. Althoughthe projectis complex and terminologically
intricate,the centralpoint that sets it apartfrom traditionalepistemology is his
conception of the objects of epistemic evaluation.Goldmanclaims that the objects of
epistemic evaluationinclude not merely the beliefs a person holds and the relation of
these beliefs to the evidence, but the processes and methodsthat are used in arrivingat
the beliefs. Processes and methods are epistemically commendable,on Goldman's
view, to the extent that they reliably producetruebeliefs, where "truth"is defined
independentlyof epistemic norms.It is the role of the cognitive and social sciences to
identify the processes and methodsthat are to be evaluated;the cognitive and social
sciences thus have an essential role to play in epistemology, though they can by no
means replace it.
The idea that the processes of belief fixation are properobjects of epistemic
evaluationruns counterto traditionalepistemology. Many epistemologists and
philosophersof science have arguedthat the causal origin of a belief is irrelevantto the
question of its justification. Nonetheless, I thinkthatGoldman'scase for treatingcausal
origins as epistemically relevantis primafacie plausible. If it can be shown thatbelief
fixation is the result of a well-defined process or set of processes, then certainlyit
would be of epistemic interestto know whetherthese belief-fixationprocesses were
generallyreliable. The strategyis similarto thatof the scientific investigatorwho
checks the reliabilityof her instruments,except thatin the presentcase the instrumentto
be evaluatedis the belief-fixation process of the knower herself. It must be admitted
that this strategyis not sufficient to provide a final evaluationof a given knower, since
the discovery that the basic processes of belief-fixation are unreliableneed not doom
the cognitive agent to a life of ignorance. Goldmanallows the possibility of a
regulative epistemics, which could recommendremedial action.
Although I find nothing basically wrong-headedaboutthe strategyof evaluating
the instrumentsof knowledge, I thinkthatit runs into problemsin application.
Goldman's reliabilismdepends upon cognitive science to determinethe basic processes
of belief fixation.2 This assumes thatbelief-fixation is a well-defined cognitive process.
Goldmanis aware of this requirement,and he allows that our doxastic categories may
need refinementin light of the findings of cognitive science (1986, pp. 15-17, ch. 8).
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But if cognitive science is to have implicationsfor epistemology as envisioned by
Goldman, then it must minimally be the case thatbelief-fixation (or its correlatein a
refined doxastic taxonomy) is determinedby a constellationof basic psychological
processes--processes thatconstitutepartof the "architectureof the cognitive system".
This basic requirementis in conformitywith the assumptionthatmany cognitive
scientists make, to the effect that thereis a "universalcognitive machine"sharedby all
humanbeings. Goldman,however, needs to accept more than this assumption;for his
programof primaryepistemics to go through,theremust not only be belief-fixation
mechanisms, but they must affect the truth-ratioof the belief-fixation process in a
regularmanner--e.g.,by determininga fixed ratio, or by affecting the directionof the
ratio in a systematic manner.But, I claim, this is dubious. Some of the groundsfor
doubt may be practical,e.g., the relatively underdevelopedstate of theories of higher
cognitive processes such as problem solving. But some of the doubts are more
fundamental,because they suggest that the projectof testing the basic architectureof
the humancognizer for reliability is conceptuallyunsound. Several arguments,each
more general in scope than its successor, may be presentedin supportof these doubts.
First, the examples thatGoldmangives of "basicprocesses"that may be evaluated
veritistically are not plausibly regardedas basic processes--as processes that are
constrainedprimarilyor fundamentallyby innate cognitive architecture. The chief
example given in the paperconcerns the work of Ross and his colleagues on belief
perseverance--thecase of misplaced confidence in one's ability to evaluate suicide
notes. The alleged cognitive fault in this case is "adisinclinationto correcterrors,"a
fault that on the face of it would seem likely to promoteunreliability. This
"disinclination"is then explained by "basicprocesses"such as a "spontaneoussearchof
memory"for informationthat coheres with a newly acquiredbelief, and the tendency to
search for causal explanations. Now the spontaneoussearchof memory for coherence
might indeed be a basic process, if memory itself is partlyconstitutedby the integration
of new beliefs into old. But is it a process that conceivably could be assigned a
reliability value? The truth-ratioproducedby such a process will clearly depend upon
facts thatcan be independentof the process itself--specifically, upon the beliefs that are
already stored. If stored beliefs are mainly false, the attemptat coherence will promote
unreliability. If they are true, it will promotereliability. But coherence itself,
independentof more primaryreliabilitytendencies, does not seem likely to yield a
reliabilityvalue, or to have a fixed effect on the directionof reliability. Moreover, it
seems likely that the type of coherence achieved will be highly subjectto the conceptual
structureof the subject. A person who views the world in termsof the actions of
supernaturalforces will fit individualevents into one structure,someone who believes
that everything must be reduced to atoms in the void into another. So the reliabilityof a
coherence strategyin the assimilationof new beliefs may be highly sensitive to the
belief structureof one's culture, and so can be evaluatedonly in conjunctionwith social
epistemics. In this case, primaryepistemics in conjunctionwith cognitive science has
no evaluationto report,because cognitive science is unable to provide a complete
descriptionof the basic process that is to be evaluated.
In orderto be convinced that cognitive science can contributeto epistemology in
the way Goldman suggests, we need to find an example of a basic process thatcan
plausibly be assigned a steady influence on the reliabilityof belief fixation. The other
chief examples from the paper--theuse of imagery and of deductive logic--seem to
share the problems of the first example. Although the "useof imagery"can be an
epistemic virtue, it is difficult to suppose thatit has a fixed effect on epistemic
reliability; and the use of deductive logic is likely to be heavily permeatedby learned
factors, and hence more appropriatelycharacterizedas a method, not a process.
Perceptionmight seem to be the most likely candidatefor a basic process thatcould be
evaluated as regardsits truthratio, for it is typically viewed as the belief-fixer par
excellence, and Goldmanviews it as such. Perceptionis simply mentioned as a highly-
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reliable but non-inferentialprocess in the paper;it is treatedmore fully in the book
(1986, ch. 9). The chief analysis as regardsreliabilityin the book asks whetherthe topdown componentof perceptionneed yield unreliability;the discussion is linked with
"theoryladenness"in the philosophy of science, as an example of a potentially
unreliableperceptualprocess. Goldmanarguesthat top-downismneedn't produce
unreliablebeliefs, and so isn't essentially pernicious;some top-downprocesses might
be unreliable,but others might promotereliability. In all of this thereis no evaluation
of top-down processing as basically reliable or unreliable,and I would suggest that this
is because therecannot be. "Top-down"processes do not constitutea basic
psychological process or even type of process; top-downismis a schema for a process.
So Goldmanis right to insist that it need not lead to unreliabilityas regardsperceptual
belief-fixation. But that is because it yields no prognosis at all.3
So we are still looking for a basic process that gives a reliabilityvalue; and
perception still seems the most likely candidate. It is, as it were, the inlet of
information,and clearly if it were a faulty channel that would have disastrous
implications for our epistemic lives. Now, we don't need cognitive psychology to tell
us thatperceptionis not a faulty channel with respect to basic uses such as navigating
the spatiallayout--oursuccess insuresus of that. The questionis, can cognitive science
give us a precise characterizationof perceptualreliability,and inform us of principled
limits?

One way cognitive science, or at least psychophysics, could do so is by informing
us of acuity limitations,or of our inability to discriminatecertainwavelengths of light.
But this doesn't give us a stablereliabilitymeasurewith respect to the associated epistemic tasks; it tells us thatthey cannot be performedby our visual apparatusunassisted,
but of course we have developed other ways in which they can be performed. This is a
general limitationon the attemptto assess our perceptualapparatus,since it seems
unlikely thatpsychophysics could discover any principledlimitationson our perceptual
apparatusthatcould not be overcome throughthe use of instruments. But maybe we
should be satisfied with local reliabilitymeasuresthatinformregulativeepistemology
but do not provide a permanentassessmentof our epistemic situation. Indeed, if the
most forceful argumentagainstreliabilitymeasureson perceptionas a belief-fixation
process were that they provide at best a local measure,Goldman's projectcould proceed
by determininglocal reliabilities and fitting them into a largerpicture.
With respect to the reliabilityof perceptionas a source of beliefs aboutthe
environmentin the paradigmaticcase--as a source of beliefs about the spatiallayout and
the physical objects in it--it seems that the belief fixation partof perceptioncannot be
evaluated as a basic process even for the purposeof providinga local reliability
measure. It has no reliabilityper se, and sets no limits on reliabilityfor true beliefs
about, say, ordinaryphysical objects. We know that things seen far away are less
reliably known than things seen close at hand;this much we can count on, althoughwe
don't need cognitive science to informus of this situation. But let us turnto the core
case, the perceptionof ordinaryobjects underordinaryviewing conditions. Here, as in
the other cases, too, it is not the perceptualapparatusby itself that fixes belief, but the
perceptualapparatusplus our conceptualscheme. To detect chairs reliably we need a
chair-concept. Now Goldmancould respondthatchair-conceptsand their ilk should be
included within the relevantcognitive machinerywhen one speaks of the basic-process
of perceptualbelief-fixation. But the concepts we use even in making ordinaryobject
identificationsare not basic; they are not a given partof the "architectureof cognition".
Shortof a radicalfixedconcept innatism,which Goldmanshows no signs of endorsing,
our concepts are learnedand thereforeare a partof the subject-matterof what Goldman
calls secondaryepistemology, the epistemology of methods used by individualknowers.
But so far as I can see, secondaryepistemology is just traditionalepistemology itself,
with no apparentlycrucial need for cognitive science.
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Goldman has a response to this, which is that the basic processes by which we learn
concepts, or, more generally, epistemic methods, might be evaluatedfor theirreliability.
Here again, this seems unlikely. What architecturalconstraintsare there on what beliefstructurescan be learned?So far, none. Learningtheories are general theories, that
place no limits on the content and the truthvalue of what is learned. As Goldman
makes clear in some of his remarkson social epistemics, it is possible to conceive a
social context in which the populationis instilled with a set of concepts and beliefs that
leave them in the dark. We might expect that animalsin the wild will, on the basis of
their cognitive capacities, learn the vicissitudes of their environmentwith reasonable
success; we expect that on the whole such animalswill be reliable learners,althoughit
is unclearthat they have beliefs. But with humansno such biological argumentsare
likely to work; as Goldmanpoints out, our true beliefs aboutthe atom could well lead to
our destruction. As regardslearning,we might be comparedto a generalpurpose
machine--it can run any of a wide range of programs. The reliability and the success of
the machine depends upon its programming. And here again, a person's cultural
context will be the centraldeterminerof the reliabilityof what one learns, since it will
provide the source of the programming.
There are two ways in which the line of discussion that I have been pursuingmight
be developed into a principledargumentagainst the very idea of belief fixation as a
psychologically primitiveprocess. The first way would be to apply JerryFodor's
distinction between "inputsystems"and "centralsystems" (1983). Perception,
presumably,is an input system and might be reasonablyascribeda set of basic
psychological processes--e.g., those underlyingshape constancy and motion perception.
The basic "veridicality"of these systems might be a necessary condition for a
perceptualsystem being a locally reliable system in Goldman's sense, and this is
perhapsa condition that we can grant.But this talk of "veridicality"and "reliability"
does not in any way suggest thatthe basic truthfulnessof perceptionhas been assessed
for the purposes of epistemology, for "veridicality"in this context means something like
"accurateimagistic representationof spatial and chromaticproperties;"to say that
perceptionis veridical is to say that circles appearcircular. But epistemology is about
belief, and our beliefs aboutthe world are a function of input systems plus central
system processes. It is one thing to have a spatialrepresentationof a circle; it is another
to believe that one sees a circularobject, or a dinnerplate (or whatever). Now Fodor's
position aboutthe beliefs formed by the perceiver, as opposed to the quasipropositional
states of the input-module'shypothesis formationroutines, is that these beliefs are
highly sensitive to the whole belief system, and hence can't be readily evaluated
independentlyof the belief system as a whole. Note that this is not to suggest that
perceptionitself is primarily"top-down"or "cognitivelypenetrable." Ourbelief system
does not always or even often determinehow things look spatially and chromatically-but one's basic conceptualrepertoireand backgroundbeliefs do determinewhat one
takes the things one sees to be. Goldman,althoughhe makes scatteredremarksin the
book about modularity,at no place squarelyfaces the challenge of Fodor's argument
about central systems.
The second argumentstandsback from the assumptionsof contemporarycognitive
science and questions the very meaningfulnessof talking about a basic cognitive
architecture.Goldman's programof primaryepistemics is based on a pictureof the
human being as having a fixed cognitive architecturethatis ready to be called into play.
Expose the individual possessed of this architectureto experience, and some beliefs will
be formed. On this view, variationsin the social or culturalenvironmentmay lead to
the formationof different sets of beliefs, but in each case the same belief-forming
mechanism is in operation,reliably or not. To judge its reliability, we see how well it
does at tending toward true beliefs in the widest range of circumstances.Or, on the
assumptionthat some belief-fixation processes are really methods, then we need to test
both the belieffixer and the method-fixer,by seeing the latterin action across a wide
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range of circumstances. If, on the whole, the beliefs fixed and the belief-fixing methods
learnedare reliable, we can assess our epistemic situationfavorably.If not, not.
This pictureof the belief or the method-fixeras basic componentsof the cognitive
architecturethat are constantacross social or culturalcontexts has been challenged by
anotherempiricaldiscipline besides psychology and sociology, one to which Goldman
gives scant attention. I am speakingof anthropology. In a pair of essays from his
collection The Interpretationof Cultures,CliffordGeertz makes two points that bear on
the acceptabilityof the picturejust sketched (1973, chs. 2-3). The first runs as follows:
"Whateverelse modernanthropologyasserts--andit seems to have assertedalmost
everything at one time or another--itis firm in the conviction thatmen unmodifiedby
the customs of particularplaces do not in fact exist, have never existed, and most
important,could not in the very natureof the case exist" (1973, p. 35). This is not the
point that in fact every humangrows up in some culturalcontext or other that affects
thatperson's beliefs, but ratherit is the claim thatthe very notion of a humanbeing
independentof culture,or having cognitive capacities defined independentlyof culture,
is a conceptualconfusion. There is no humancognitive architectureindependentof
culturebecause humans,unlike lower mammals,are not properlyconceived as humans
unless it is recognized that independentof acculturationthe humanorganismis not
possessed of an articulatedset of cognitive capacitiesready to be called into play. The
second point undergirdsthe first by puttingit into a biological context. Geertz reviews
findings on humanevolution (1973, chs. 2-3). Earlierviews had it thatbiological
evolution was complete before culturaldevelopmenttook off. These views were
consistent with the idea that one could peel off the social and the learnedto find the
basic psychological and biological constitutionof the organism,and hence they fit well
with Goldman's primaryepistemics, which attemptsjust such a peeling. But according
to Geertz, new findings indicate thatthe developmentof culturepreceded the biological
development of homo sapiens. Fromthis point of view, it has become a partof our
biological makeupthat we are not only physically immatureat birth,but mentally
unformed. And our mentalformationis not pre-programmed,but depends upon the
process of acculturation.The basic architecturemust be such thatit can receive its
culturalprogramming,but this suggests thata primaryfact about this architecturewill
be its plasticity. Hence, in orderto assess one's basic cognitive architecture,the
appropriateunit of analysis is the acculturatedindividual. But then one is assessing the
methods programmedinto the individualby his culture,not a barebones,innate
cognitive structure. So we are once again directedtowardsecondaryand "tertiary"
epistemics, or the evaluationof both individualand socially-structuredmethods.
If the argumentso far is correct,then Goldman's projectmust fall back to social
epistemics. Since this portionof the projectis just being born, thereis less to evaluate.
I find myself in basic agreementwith Goldman'spoint that social structuresare relevant
to epistemological evaluation. He adopts the position, in common with the Edinburgh
School of sociologists of knowledge, that social explanationscan be given for both true
and false beliefs, and thatthe characteristicsof social structurescan have a systematic
influence on the beliefs that individualsform. Also, his characterizationof a variety of
epistemic virtues at the social level, includingreliability,power, fecundity, speed, and
efficiency, is certainlya welcome broadeningof the dimensions of epistemic
evaluation,just as was his inclusion of power and speed among the individualepistemic
virtues. Although I do have reservationsregardinghis particularcharacterizationof the
Edinburghschool, and also regardingthe forcefulnessof his response to their antirealism and his defense of realism, time does not permitthese to be discussed here.
To summarize,Goldman's projectis a serious contributionto the problemsof the
relationshipbetween epistemology on the one hand and cognitive science and sociology
on the other. His proposalto broadenthe epistemic virtues, and his suggestion that
psychological factors and social structuresmay condition knowledge are well taken.
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But I have arguedthat the contributionof cognitive science to epistemic evaluation
based upon reliabilist standardsis problematic. The worries expressed here are not
based upon a denial of the viability of cognitive science or of the notion of reliabilism;
rather,they are the result of questions about the plausibilityof there being a direct link
between "basicpsychological processes"plausibly construedand "reliablebelieffixation". Belief-fixation is liable to be most heavily determinedby learnedmethods;
while these methods might themselves be made the subjectof epistemological
investigation, one might well do so without assigning a crucialrole to cognitive science.
Indeed, the investigationof such methods most plausibly will be regulative as well as
descriptive. But such evaluative and regulative activity is the mainstayof present
epistemology and philosophy of science. By my lights, Goldmanhas suggested ways of
broadeningthe standardsof evaluation;he has not made the case that cognitive science
has an essential, as opposed to a suggestive role to play in the work of epistemology.

Notes
'The text of the paper is as presentedat the Octobermeeting in Pittsburgh,except that
time constraintsrequiredsome abridgmentof the last few paragraphsin the spoken
version. The notes have been added.
2Thisrole for cognitive science is made clear in the sections of the paper (as read)
devoted to "theprocess/methoddistinction"and to "justificationand reliability".
According to Goldman,the basic processes identified by cognitive science are evaluated
with respect to a system of J-rules(justificationalrules) that describe the standardsof
evaluation (see the section of the paperon "justificationand reliability"and Goldman
1986, chs. 4-5). He makes clear that these standardsare or may be applied to particular
belief-formingprocesses as partof the task of primaryepistemics: "justificationalrules
are rules that authorizeparticularbelief-formingprocesses, whetherthese be perceptual
processes, mnemonic processes, reasoningprocesses, or what have you." See also
Goldman 1986, pp. 21, 85-89, 181.
3Itmay be grantedthat Goldman's argumentsdo show the relevance of cognitive
science for epistemology insofar as they speak against the idea that the existence of
topdown factors in perceptionmust show thatperceptionis inherentlyunreliableowing
to problems arising from theory-ladenness. Here, argumentsdrawingupon cognitive
science are used to counterargumentsfor perceptualunreliabilitywhich themselves
were based on psychological theories of perceptionthat claimed to show the heavy
influence of backgroundknowledge and assumptionson the the very characterof
perceptualexperience. But grantingthis point does not weaken the objections raised to
the generalreliabilist programas appliedto perception. For in orderfor background
beliefs and knowledge to affect perceptualreliability,they need not affect the very
structureof perceptualexperience (the way things look); they need only affect the
beliefs formed on the basis of that experience (what we take the things that we see to
be).
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